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may be applied. Second, the charge on rabbit 'v-globulin is low on either
side of the isoelectric pointu and the positive charge on Ab-sensitized
organisms may be too low for attachment to red cells to occur until the pH
is well below the isoelectric point of the Ab.
The results of the present study provide little insight into the natureof the
attachment of erythrocyte to sensitized bacterium via immune-adherence.
The available data indicate that the bond is not electrostatic, although attach-
ment of sensitized bacteria to erythrocytes due to an electrostatic bond can,
in the circumstances defined herein, occur. The lack of influence of salt
concentration or pH, the influence of temperature on kinetics, and the
specific nature of the primate erythrocyte all indicate an immunological
reaction based on a complex mechanism the nature of which still remains
obscure.
CORRECTION
In the paper entitled "The possible relationship of etiocholanolone to
periodic fever," published in The Yale Journal of Biology and Medicine
(1958, 30, 395), an error has been found in the chromatograms on page
400. The standard compound D, called "Dehydroisoandrosterone" in Sys-
tems 1 and 3 is too nonpolar to be that compound. Subsequent paper chro-
matography with true dehydroisoandrosterone whose structure has been
verified by infra-red spectrum revealed its mobility to be much more polar
than the standard etiocholanolone and the original standard "dehydroiso-
androsterone."
This error in paper chromatography does not alter the specificity of the
identification of etiocholanolone in plasma.
Unfortunately too little of this original standard nonpolar C-19 compound
was available to confirm its real chemical structure.
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